**Monday, 21 November**

**Venue:** Ann Harding Centre, Bldg. 24, UC

- 1.30 – 2.00 pm: Registration, Arrival tea and coffee
- 2.00 – 2.30 pm: Welcome and Opening Session
  - *Prof Stephen Parker*
  - UC Vice Chancellor, and
  - *HE. Mr. Shigekazo Sato*
  - Japanese Ambassador
- 2.30 – 3.15 pm: Keynote Speaker
  - *Jenny Da Rin*
  - AUSAID Assistant Director General of Health, Education and Scholarship Branch
- 3.15 – 3.30 pm: Afternoon tea
- 3.30 – 5.30 pm: Concurrent Presentation Sessions and Poster Display
- 5.30 – 9.00 pm: Multicultural Dinner

Provide the higher degree research students with the opportunity to experience some cultural elements of other nations – tastes in arts, clothing, food, etc.

Distinguished guests include: HE Japanese Ambassador, members of Bangladeshi High Commissioner, Indonesian Embassy and Saudi Embassy.

*Prof. Silvia Gherardi* (University of Trento, Italy) is to deliver speech in the dinner.

**Tuesday, 22 November**

**Venue:** Level C, Bldg. 6, UC

- 9.00 – 9.30 am: Arrival tea and coffee
- 9.30 – 11.00 am: Concurrent Paper Sessions
- 11.00 – 11.15 am: Morning tea
- 11.15 – 12.30 pm: Concurrent Paper Sessions
- 12.30 – 1.30 pm: Lunch
- 1.30 – 3.00 pm: Concurrent Paper Sessions
- 3.00 – 3.15 pm: Afternoon tea
- 3.15 – 4.30 pm: Concurrent Paper Sessions
- 4.30 – 5.00 pm: Closing Session and Awards
  - *Prof. Frances Shannon*
  - UC Pro Vice Chancellor, Research

**Awards:**

Offer prizes to the best papers, presentations, emerging research and posters from the Embassies and sponsors.
The Story of HK 2011

“The Hot Knowledge Conference” aims to develop doctoral candidate’s research through networking opportunities with other researchers in the areas of study offered at the Faculty of B&G and related areas in law. This year’s theme is “Communicate and Work It Up”.

It provides the students with opportunities to gain a better understanding not only of their own research’s specialisation but also other candidates’ research work in other fields of study. The conference aspires the candidate of the chances for practical application.

We will continue the Faculty of B&G tradition of having an interdisciplinary conference that focuses on all B&G disciplines with four types of presentation:

• Paper Presentation
• Working in Progress and Final Seminar
• Short Research Paper/Speed Geeking
• Poster Presentation
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